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Abstract
3-dimensional (3D) speckle tracking-based motion-detecting echocardiography (STE) was used in order to
evaluate left ventriculum (LV) rotation, twist and torsion in 16 segments (base, medium, apex and global) in 32
healthy subjects. All parameters were indexed by body surface area. Then, gender-related differences were
removed by gender-centering the entire dataset. Linear models were run to predict ESVI by using single torsional
parameters and by evaluating the degree of their collinearities. Given the strong collinearities on predictors, we
performed a principal component regression and we found an axis that predicts ESVI better than the single most
correlated original variables. We statistically assessed that this axis is a significant best predictor of ESVI than
original torsional variables yet containing strict relationships with them. The physiological implications of our
results are discussed in the context of heart contractility theory as well as of the actual difficulties to measure
electro-mechanical determinants of healthy subjects in vivo.
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1. Introduction
Left ventricular (LV) pumping function is associated with rotational movements, radial thickening,
circumferential strain and longitudinal shortening (Sengupta et al., 2008). LV twist or torsional deformation
during systole is the consequence of apical rotating counter-clockwise whereas basal segments concomitantly
rotate clockwise, which has long been interpreted as a powerful co-generator of systolic efficiency (Shaw et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2009). The morphological basis rests on the ventricular muscle helical-band theory as a
comprehensive mechanistic interpretation of LV rotation or twist (Corno et al., 2006; Buckberg et al., 2008;
Grosber and Gharib, 2009; Nasiraei-Moghaddam and Gharib., 2009) . Earlier, Streeter et al. (1969) found that
fiber-angle changing from endo- to epi-cardium might be crucial to explain LV twist, an anatomical observation
which was more recently refreshed by sophisticated animal studies (Smerup et al, 2009). We considered
transparietal fiber crossing with well-defined angles and transmural gradients of contractile state, based on
differential action potential durations and showed that these have a definite role (Evangelista et al., 2011) and may
well contribute to lower energetic expenditures and thus increased efficiency (Nardinocchi et al., 2012). On the
other hand, when rotation is absent or reduced, ejection fraction (EF) is most frequently lower than normal, even
with high radial strain (which entails radial thickening) and longitudinal shortening (which is accompanied by
higher longitudinal strain; Park et al., 2012). Moreover, LV unscrewing in diastole, adding to LV twist in systole,
may influence global performance and might concomitantly be used to assess overall LV function (Buckberg et
al., 2011).
Recent advances in cardiac imaging enabled to quantify cardiac motion noninvasively: 3-dimensional (3D)
speckle tracking-based motion-detecting echocardiography (STE) was tested in computing LV twist and was
validated by invasive sonomicrometry (Zhou et al., 2010; Ashraf et al., 2010). 3DSTE imaging allows for an
objective and quantitative evaluation of global and regional myocardial function independently from the
insonation’s angle and from cardiac translational movements and it is therefore, at least theoretically, better than
2-dimensional STE (Kim et al., 2007; Pérez et al., 2009; Maffessanti et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2012). Several
studies pointed to a significant correlation between LV torsion and EF when the aim was at assessing clinically
LV systolic function (Kim et al., 2007; Uznańska et al., 2008). However, in vigil humans there is a lack of
investigations whereby 3DSTE was tested as a potential predictor of LV function (and/or contractile state).
End-systolic volume index (ESVI) and LV contractile state have an inverse relation at rest and after exercise, or
following inotropic interventions (D’Agostino et al., 1983; Higginbotham et al., 1986; Grosu et al., 2005): thus it
might be speculated that ESVI may represent an interesting and simple noninvasive tool to assess contractility
(i.e. the inherent capacity of the myocardium to contract independently of changes in pre-load and/or after-load)
in humans (Evangelista et al., 2011; ,Grosu et al., 2005; Suga et al., 1973; Sagawa et al., 1977). We hypothesized
that LV torsional parameters (twist, rotation or torsion sensu strictu) may predict ESVI. This study aims at
determining whether LV torsional deformation ascertained by primary and/or secondary parameters derived from
3DSTE could be used as noninvasive, quantitative predictors of ESVI in vigil healthy subjects.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Population
The study was conducted after approval of the “Dipartimento di Scienze Cardiovascolari, Respiratorie,
Nefrologiche, Anestesiologiche e Geriatriche, Sapienza-Università di Roma” review board, and was performed in
accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained
from each of the 32 healthy volunteers that were randomly selected from the local list of employees at a single
University Hospital Department. They were solicited for participation which was agreed by 95% of invited
individuals. Individuals were subjectively healthy without a history of hypertension or cardiac disease and were
not taking medications. They all had normal ECG and blood pressure below 140/90 mmHg. They all gave
informed consent in accordance to local ethical standards.
2.2. Equipment
Echocardiographic examinations were performed with an Aplio-Artida ultrasound system (Toshiba Medical
Systems Co, Tochigi, Japan). Full-volume ECG-gated 3D data sets were acquired from apical positions using a 14 MHz 3D matrix array transducer to visualize the entire LV in a volumetric image. To obtain these 3D data sets,
four or six sectors were scanned from consecutive cardiac cycles and combined to provide a larger pyramidal
volume covering the entire LV. Sector width was optimized to allow for complete myocardial visualization while
maximizing the frame rate. Mean volume rates were 20 ± 2 volumes/s in the apical views for gray scale imaging
used for 3D speckle tracking analysis.
2.3. Technique
Each 3D data set was displayed in a 5-plane view: (A) an apical 4-chamber view; (B) a second apical view
orthogonal to plane A; and (C) 3 short-axis planes: in the apical, midventricular and basal portions of the left
ventricle, respectively (Figure 1). The user then set three markers on planes A and B; in each plane, one marker
was set at the apex and the other two at the edges of the mitral valve ring. The software then detected the LV
endocardium, and the user set a default thickness for the myocardium. After the markers had been selected, the
system performed the wall motion-tracking analysis through the entire cardiac cycle. The LV was divided into 16
segments (6 basal, 6 mid-LV, and 4 apical) on the basis of the American Heart Association standards for
myocardial segmentation (Cerqueira et al., 2002), and each segment was individually analyzed (Figure 2). The
results of the 3D-wall motion analysis were presented to the user as averaged values for each segment in each
frame of the cardiac cycle generating time-curves graphs. For each consecutive time frame, LV volume was
calculated by voxel count inside the detected endocardial border. End-diastolic volume (EDV) and end-systolic
volume (ESV) were then obtained from the LV volume curve as the respective maximum and minimum values,
concurrently providing the calculated EF and LV mass (Nesser et al., 2009; Kleijn et al., 2012). All variables were
normalized by dividing by body surface area (using the formula by BuBois and DuBois: [weight0.425 x height0.725]
x 0.007184) (Cameli et al., 2011). The parameters considered and briefly categorized here are exclusively those
related to torsion sensu latu, being longitudinal and circumferential strain parameters directly related to indexed
ESV (ESVI) as derived from volumetric contraction. Relating strain parameters to ESVI represents a circular
rationale in our primary hypothesis that is focused solely on LV torsion. Thus, we consider these parameters
(Maffessanti et al., 2009; Evangelista et al., 2009; Geyer et al., 2010).
Rotation: is the movement that the ventricle does around the longitudinal axis and is expressed in degrees. For
counter-clockwise rotation, which normally occurs at the apex level, there are a certain amount of positive
degrees. Generally the base presents a clockwise rotation which is expressed either by 0° rotation or few negative
degrees.
Twist and Torsion: LV twist is a component of the normal LV systolic contraction that arises from the reciprocal
rotation of the LV apex and base during systole and constitutes an important aspect of cardiac biomechanics. LV
twist is calculated as the net difference in mean rotation between the apical and basal levels and it is expressed in
degrees. LV torsion is defined as LV twist normalized by the base-to-apex distance which is expressed in
degrees/cm. Accordingly, twist and torsion are not synonymous.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed in R statistical software. A random sample of 9 subjects was chosen to assess
repeatability among selected primary variables.
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Apex and global rotations were again calculated by the same observer who processed the acquired images several
months apart the initial measurements, by running again the Aplio-Artida calculation software. Standard formulae
were used based on absolute differences normalized by actual average values between the 2 measurements and the
result was percentage measurement error.
Gender related differences was removed by subtracting (for all variables intervening in our study) to any entry the
corresponding per-gender mean. This is a common strategy when gender differences are not under investigation
(Mitteroecker et al., 2012).
As first, the independent determinants of ESVI were explored by single linear regressions using ESVI as
dependent and torsional parameters as independents. We also evaluated the degree of collinearity in our predictors
by computing the variance inflation factor of a multiple regression model including all predictors. We anticipate
here that we found serious collinearities in our independent table. Thus, we adopted a common strategy in
presence of strong collinearities among predictors: we first performed a principal component (PC) analysis (PCA)
on predictors in order to eliminate any collinearity and to find orthogonal axes of maximal variation. Then, using
all non zero PCs, we selected PC(s) maximally correlated with our dependent variable, i.e. ESVI. This is aimed at
finding, if any, vector(s) able to predict ESVI better than single original predictors. We note that we performed
PCs selection by including in our analysis even those PCs explaining a small fraction of total variance. This vision
traces back to the seminal paper of Joliffe (1982) that demonstrated that, when used as regressors, even PCs
explaining small portions of variance can be better predictors than those bearing larger variances. It happens
because the PCA machinery performed on predictors does not care of their correlation with an external variable.
Thus, the component(s) most correlated with a dependent variable can be at any variance rank position of PC
scores. The selection of PCs was performed using two different methods: the classical stepwise regression (using
step() function in R package “base”, R Core Team, 2013) and the method “BIOENV” firstly proposed by Clarke
and Ainsworth (1993) using bioenv() function in R package “vegan” (Oksanen et al., 2013).
The former method is widely used and is based on regression theory and uses the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) for including/excluding independent variables. The latter is based on the dissimilarity matrix computed in
both dependent and independent table. Then it selects all possible subsets of independent variables, scales the
variables, and calculates Euclidean distances for this subset. It finds the correlation between dependent
dissimilarities and independent distances, and for each size of subsets, saves the best result. The subset with
higher correlation is the best one. This strategy has the advantage that there is no specific direction (backward or
forward) for including independent variables in the model. After the selection of the best PC(s) predictors(s), we
performed two regression models, one with the original predictor(s) variables found significant and another with
PC(s) found significant. The two models have been compared not only by evaluating the R-squared and the AIC
(that allow a qualitative evaluation of the difference between the two models), but also using the DavidsonMacKinnon J test using function jtest() of R package “lmtest”. While AIC measures the amount of information
lost during model construction, the J test is aimed at assessing the statistical significance of the difference
between two non nested regression models. The rationale behind Davidson-MacKinnon J test is that if the first
model contains the best set of regressors, then including the fitted values of the second model into the set of
regressors should provide no significant improvement. But if it does, it can be concluded that the first model does
not contain the best set of regressors. Significance level was set at 0.05.

3. Results
A total of 32 healthy subjects were enrolled. Apex and global LV rotations, among the primary variables,
presented the largest average values and were thus selected to test repeatability which did not exceed 29%. Table
1 shows descriptive statistics for variables included in our dataset.
Table 2 shows results for single regressions between ESVI and torsional parameters. Rotation base is the sole
parameter that significantly predicts ESVI. Fig. 3 shows regression line and confidence intervals for this
relationship while Table 3 shows the results of this regression model, Normality test on residuals (Lilliefors test),
autocorrelation test (Durbin-Watson test) and heteroskedasticity test (Breusch-Pagan test) were all non significant.
Variance inflation factor is huge for all independent variables in a multiple regression model including all 12
predictors (range: 2088.942 to 624499.818). For this reason we performed a PC analysis on torsional parameters
table. Table 4 shows the variance explained by all non zero PCs.
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Stepwise regression (using “both directions” option) identified the PC4 as the sole significant predictor of ESVI
among all non zero PCs. The same result has been found by applying the bioenv() procedure described above. Fig
4 and Table 5 show the results and confidence intervals for the regression model with ESVI as dependent and PC4
as independent. AIC is smaller for the second regression model and the R-square is sensibly higher. The J test is
significant if the predicted values of the second model are added to the first one, while it is not significant for the
opposite. These evidences clearly suggest that PC4 is a significantly best predictor of ESVI relatively to Rotation
base alone. The biological meaning of PC4 is mainly driven by Rotation base, as expected. In fact, Rotation base
is the sole original variable significantly associated to ESVI. However, being PCs linear combinations of the
entire set of predictors, any PC axis inherits the contribution of all predictors that in our case are strongly
collinear. Thus, a PC analysis could lead to axes that alone could be better descriptors of ESVI. PC4 is correlated
also with Twist base and Torsion base as it can be seen in the biplot shown in Fig. 5. Table 6 shows, instead, the
correlation coefficients between torsional parameters and ESVI or PC4 corresponding to Fig. 5.

4. Discussion
General Results
Our results indicate that torsional deformation sensu latu is a significant predictor of ESVI and thus deserves
attention in vivo. The results from the present study conceptually agree with those of Sun et al. (2012) and Cameli
et al. (2011), both concentrated in LV torsional deformation as a dependent rather than an independent variable.
Using 2DSTE, respectively 228 (109 males, mean age 44±15years, ranged 18-78 years) and 119 healthy subjects
were investigated at rest. Older age rather than gender increased global LV rotation and twist (Sun et al., 2012).
On the other hand, LV twist was predicted (in a stepwise linear regression model) by ESVI (β= -0.200,
P<0.0001), peak early diastolic mitral annulus velocity (β= -0.186, P = 0.0001), heart rate (β= 0.178, P=0.0003),
and male gender (β= -0.174, P=0.0004) with similar results found in relation with LV torsion. However, there was
only 11-26% of variability explained by regression parameters and the conclusion was that conventional
echocardiographic and clinical variables are not able to predict LV torsion mechanics (Cameli et al., 2011).
In our study we related gender and body mass adjusted ESV to torsional parameters as measured by 3DSTE. We
stressed our hypothesis by eliminating collinearities in predictors and we found that PC analysis is a very useful
tool to extract axes able to predict ESVI better than original variables. We underline that PCA regression is
essential to handle the entire set of torsional variables and we suggest to adopt it in future studies involving the
same set of parameters. We also recommend to evaluate all non zero PCs during regressor selection. The
rotation_base is undoubtedly the most important variable in explaining ESVI but also torsion_base and twist_med
are important, as it can be seen in Fig. 5. Interestingly, all these variables describe and/or contribute to LV
torsional deformation.
In future investigations it will be important to test the intra and inter-observer variabilities of the parameters
measured by 3DSTE, not just apex and global LV rotations as performed here. Indeed, a variability of slightly less
than 30% for repeated measures might be a significant limitation factor to the optimal development of this
technique.
From Anatomy to Function
The mechanistic basis for the twisting/torsional motion lies in the complex LV spiral architecture as shown by the
anatomical studies of Francisco Torrent-Guasp (Corno et al., 2006; Buckberg et al., 2008; Grosber and Gharib,
2009; Nasiraei-Moghaddam and Gharib., 2009; Buckberg et al., 2011). The normal heart has a helical formation
whereby the fiber orientation has an oblique angle from the mid ventricle to the apex, an observation dating back
to Richard Lower’s anatomical investigations as early as 1669. Viewed from the apex, left-handed epicardial fiber
helix tries to pull the apex counterclockwise and the base clockwise (Sengupta et al., 2008). The right-handed
helix in the endocardium does the opposite; however, because the epicardium is farther from the centerline, its
torque is greater and thus it dominates the twisting (Evangelista et al., 2011; Nardinocchi et al., 2012). Arts’ group
(Vendelin et al., 2002) demonstrated that systolic twist tends to equalize transmural fiber stress and strain in the
thick-walled LV chamber, thereby reducing transmural gradients of myofiber work and oxygen consumption.
Hansen et al. (1991) showed that LV torsion depends mainly on the strength of contraction and LV fiber
architecture, and it is independent of the load conditions. Quantification of LV torsion may thus provide a
sensitive and relatively load-independent measure of contractile performance and may prove to be useful in serial
assessment of LV function (Kim et al., 2009).
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Local variations contribute importantly to deformation (Corno et al., 2006; Buckberg et al., 2008; Grosber and
Gharib, 2009; Nasiraei-Moghaddam and Gharib., 2009; Buckberg et al., 2011) : the endocardium contributes
predominantly to longitudinal shortening, the meso and epicardium respectively produce the circumferential
deformation and LV rotation whereas all three layers contribute to radial thickening. The helical movement of the
myocardium provides a further mechanistic explanation for its screwing movement during the mechanical cycle.
Indeed, during ejection, the epicardium, which has one arm longer than the helix of the endocardium, determines
the direction of global rotation: counterclockwise rotation of the apex and clockwise rotation of the base Sengupta
et al (2006).
However, all the abovementioned pathophysiological considerations await future studies to assess cause and
effect relationships between torsional deformation and ESVI as a dependent variable.
The Elusive Concept of Contractility
The systolic ventricular myocardial function can be defined as the ability of the ventricle to enter a certain volume
of blood per unit of time at a certain pressure in the circulation (Evangelista et al., 2011). In the heart in situ,
changes in pre-load, after-load or contractility may affect the levels of cardiac output through indirect changes of
the other parameters and it is often difficult to extrapolate the effects on pump function of changes in each
individual factor (Bombradini, 2005). Energetically, contractility is expressed as the sum of the components of
load-independent ventricular work: expulsion and internal works. However, it is difficult to estimate the intrinsic
contractile properties of cardiac muscle in vivo. In fact, it is only in presence of constant load, synchronous
contraction and a stable heart rate, that a change in myocardial performance may be considered to express a
variation of inotropism (D’Agostino et al., 1983; Higginbotham et al., 1986; Grosu et al., 2005). Ethically, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to imagine using direct invasive means to measure contractility by independent
variables, in healthy humans.
ESVI: A Load-Independent Index of Contractility?
The idealized contractility is expressed in the isolated heart as the maximal velocity of contraction of unloaded
muscle fibers (Vmax). This value is defined as the maximal velocity of contraction, when there is no load on the
isolated muscle (Evangelista et al., 2011; Bombardini, 2005). Although Vmax is a strictly preload- and after-loadindependent index, thus fulfilling the theoretical requirements for contractility quantification, it is not possible to
use it in vivo. In sake of surrogate parameters, Suga and Sagawa (Suga et al., 1973; Sagawa et al., 1977) measured
pressure/volume loops in the intact heart. During a positive inotropic intervention, the pressure volume loop
reflected smaller end-systolic volume and higher end-systolic pressure; the slope of the pressure volume
relationship moved upward and to the left and became the most reliable index for assessing myocardial
contractility at rest in the intact circulation, an almost insensitive parameter to changes in pre-load and after-load.
Although these measures were obtained in conscious dogs, a reasonably linear relation between end-systolic
pressures and end-systolic diameters (directly related to ESVI) in a given contractile state was seen: the left upper
corner of the pressure-diameter loops falled on or near a rectilinear curve (Suga et al., 1973; Sagawa et al., 1977) .
Limitations and Future Directions
Only one observer was involved to obtain the digitization of 3DSTE images which may have introduced some
elements of bias. The intra-observer variability seen for selected variables needs be extended to other variables
and the inter-observer variability assessed. Sample size calculations were not performed since the study was
conducted on a voluntary basis. The variance of the assessed parameters may be useful to calculate larger samples
in future studies. Larger ranges of heart rate and fitness may also be considered.
Because LV torsion is directly related to fiber orientation (the anatomical pre-requisite), it might depict
subclinical abnormalities in heart function and/or efficiency (Evangelista et al., 2011; Nardinocchi et al., 2012;
Piras et al, 2014). There is now wide acceptance that echocardiography, especially 3DSTE may represent a new
noninvasive standard (the method) to investigate torsion (the physiological protagonist) and the modifications that
different conditions, from fitness to pathology, may induce on it (Sengupta et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 2008; Kim et
al., 2009; Piras et al., 2014) although it will be important to ascertain whether these are compensatory or primary
elements in the pathophysiological evolution.
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It will be important to investigate, in large groups of individuals, not only how twist/torsion mechanics contribute
to predict ESVI at rest, but also to assess (the future) this when different conditions such as exercise, fever and/or
stress modify the heart rate/contractile relation (Bowditch effect; Grosu et al., 2005; Russel et al., 2005) to see
whether period/tension relation may be reconciled, by integrating twist/torsion, with the length/tension relation so
uniformely accepted to define contractility. This may hopefully increase outcome prediction and/or drive
physiologically based therapies.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for original variables used in this study. As described in the text, all these
variables were cleaned up by sex differences and divided by BSA before statistical analyses. Abbreviations:
ESV: End-Systolic volume; BSA: body surface area; Rot_Base: Rotation Base (6 segments) (degrees);
Rot_Med: Rotation Medium (6 segments) (degrees); Rot_Apex: Rotation Apex (4 segments) (degrees);
R_global: Rotation global (degrees); Twist_Base: Twist Base (6 segments) (degrees); Twist_Med: Twist
Medium (6 segments) (degrees); Twist_Apex: Twist Apex (4 segments) (degrees);T_global: Twist global
(degrees); TORS_Base: Torsion Base (6 segments) (degrees/cm); TORS_Base :Torsion Medium (6
segments) (degrees/cm); TORS_Apex: Torsion apex (4 segments) (degrees/cm); TORS_globalTorsion
Global (16 segments) (degrees/cm).
Acronim

n

Sex

F=10; M=22

Age
ESV
BSA
Rot_Base
Rot_Med
Rot_Apex
R_global
Twist_Base
Twist_Med
Twist_Apex
T_global
TORS_Base
TORS_Med
TORS_Apex

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
TORS_global 32

Mean
34.94
48.92
1.87
0.02
3.86
7.1
3.23
0.78
4.63
7.85
3.99
0.42
1.15
1.31
0.91

Stand. Dev
11.71
12.68
0.21
2.51
2.44
2.8
2.09
2.12
3.77
3.47
2.8
1.7
1.11
0.61
1.13

Median
30
49.5
1.86
0.18
3.45
7.62
3.42
0.7
5.05
7.84
4.16
0.32
1.33
1.34
0.94

Min
21
25
1.37
-4.92
-0.86
1.06
-1.19
-3.46
-3.93
2.04
-0.9
-2.8
-1.54
0.33
-1.02

Max
60
83
2.21
5.2
8.84
13.12
7.3
6.74
12.02
16.55
9.78
5.21
3.64
3.28
4.08

Range
39
58
0.84
10.12
9.7
12.06
8.49
10.2
15.95
14.51
10.68
8.01
5.18
2.95
5.1

Skew
1.03
0.12
-0.4
0.04
0.23
-0.11
-0.16
0.65
-0.32
0.4
0.17
1.01
-0.28
0.82
0.66

Kurtosis
-0.46
0.06
-0.6
-0.59
-0.66
-0.64
-0.92
0.67
-0.37
-0.05
-0.53
1.55
0.07
1.5
0.85

Stand. Err.
2.07
2.24
0.04
0.44
0.43
0.5
0.37
0.38
0.67
0.61
0.49
0.3
0.2
0.11
0.2

Table 2: Single Univariate Regressions between ESVI as Dependent and Torsional Parameters as
Independents. in Bold Significant Values
R-squared
0.16675
0.00021
0.03418
0.056
0.03096
0.02868
0.00003
0.00129
0.05703
0.00369
0.01568
0.01771
0.01771

Rot_Base
Rot_Med
Rot_Apex
R_global
Twist_Base
Twist_Med
Twist_Apex
T_global
TORS_Base
TORS_Med
TORS_Apex
TORS_global
TORS_global

Adj. R-squared
0.13897
-0.03312
0.00199
0.02453
-0.00134
-0.0037
-0.0333
-0.032
0.0256
-0.02952
-0.01714
-0.01504
-0.01504

p-value
0.0228
0.9384
0.3054
0.195
0.337
0.351
0.9762
0.8418
0.1862
0.7436
0.4972
0.4642
0.4642

Table 3. Summary Statistics for the PCA Performed on the Independent Table
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
PC8
PC9

20

Standard Deviation
2.60900
1.71500
1.26700
0.74440
0.27200
0.11840
0.07458
0.01573
0.00873

Proportion of Variance
0.56720
0.24510
0.13370
0.04618
0.00616
0.00117
0.00046
0.00002
0.00001

Cumulative Variance
0.56720
0.81230
0.94600
0.99220
0.99830
0.99950
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
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Table 4. Summary Statistics for the Regression Model with ESVI as Dependent and Rotation Base as
Independent. in Bold Significant Values
Intercept
Beta
AIC
Residual standard error (30 DF)
Multiple R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
F1,30

Estimate
26.187
-2.010
204.64
5.569
0.167
0.139
6.003

Standard error
0.985
0.820

t-value
26.590
-2.450

p-value
<2e-16
0.020

0.020

Table 5. Summary Statistics for the Regression Model with ESVI as Dependent and PC4 as Independent. in
Bold Significant Values
Intercept
Beta
AIC
Residual standard error (30 DF)
Multiple R-squared:
Adjusted R-squared:
F1,30 statistic:

Estimate
26.104
-5.312
192.25
4.588
0.434
0.415
23.03

Standard error
0.811
1.107

t-value
32.183
-4.799

p-value
<2e-16
4.1e-5

4.1e-5

Table 6. Correlation Coefficients of Torsional Parameters with ESVI and PC4
Rot_Base
Rot_Med
Rot_Apex
R_global
Twist_Base
Twist_Med
Twist_Apex
T_global
TORS_Base
TORS_Med
TORS_Apex
TORS_global

PC4
0.315
-0.347
0.063
0.004
0.244
-0.295
-0.008
-0.080
0.334
-0.186
0.111
0.139

ESVI
-0.408
0.014
-0.185
-0.237
-0.176
0.169
0.006
0.036
-0.239
0.061
-0.125
-0.133
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Figure 1: 5-plane view as displayed by the Aplio-Artida 3D software: a) an apical 4-chamber view; b) a
second apical view orthogonal to plane in a; C, 3, 5, 7) 3 short-axis planes: in the apical, midventricular and
basal portions of the left ventricle, respectively

Figure 2: The results of the 3D analysis: a) 3D rotation shows the plastic bag of the left ventricle model
freezed in endsystolic frame; b) Rotation (degrees) displays the averaged values for all 16 segments in each
frame of the cardiac cycle and the time-curves graphs

Figure 3: Scatterplot between ESVI (as dependent) and rotation_base (as independent). Regression line
and confidence intervals are displayed. Summary statistics for this model are shown in Table 3. As
described in the text, all measured variables were cleaned up by sex differences and divided by BSA before
statistical analyses.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot between ESVI (as dependent) and PC4 (as independent). Regression line and
Confidence Intervals are displayed. Summary statistics for this model are shown in Table 4. As described
in the text, all measured variables were cleaned up by sex differences and divided by BSA before statistical
analyses.

Figure 5. Correlation biplot between ESVI (as dependent) and PC4 (as independent) showing their
correlation with original (BSA indexed and sex adjusted) torsional parameters. As described in the text, all
measured variables were cleaned up by sex differences and divided by BSA before statistical analyses
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